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OVERVIEW: 
Secure technology for user authentication that 

provides opportunities for revenue production 

through video-based ads. 

TARGET MARKETS: 
Gaming, Video Streaming, Online marketing 

and advertising companies, and Online 

accounts for web applications 
 

 

BACKGROUND 
Online video advertising is growing faster than most other advertising formats and mediums. It is 

expected to continue to grow at 19.5% until 2016 reaching over $5 billion. As the market grows, 

advertisers are becoming more result oriented. Thus, most are looking for platforms that provide 

more engagement and prefer to cost-per-click or cost-per-completion arrangements. Furthermore, 

several marketers are moving towards cost-per-action pricing as they look to ensure some level of 

audience participation or avenue that certifies that their ad will receive attention by their target 

audience. 
 

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 
The research group led by Dr. Julie Thorpe has developed a novel class of user authentication 

schemes that require a user to watch and remember parts of a system-provided video. The group has 

developed five (5) different video password schemes where the user’s attention must be on the full 

video at least once to select their password and on parts of the video in all subsequent logins. The 

use of video interaction during authentication provides a captive and engaged audience – with 

exciting opportunities for marketing to users. 
 

PUBLICATIONS 
Video-Passwords: Advertising While Authenticating. J. Thorpe, A. Salehi-Abari, and R. Burden. 

Proceedings of the New Security Paradigms Workshop (NSPW), September 19-21, 2012, Bertinoro, 

Italy. 
 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Ontario Tech University looks to work with companies in a way that helps develop a relationship that 

is tailored to their interests. Thus, are happy to explore collaborations, licenses, options, 

assignments, etc. It is the belief that only through enabling the company to utilize its business model 

will Ontario Tech University technology be able to make an impact within the marketplace. 

 

 

http://thorpe.hrl.uoit.ca/publication/thorpePDFS/Video_Passwords_Advertising_While_Authenticating_NSPW_2012.pdf
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~abari

